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HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Aug 18
Is it hot in here, or is that just this tech? Take a look at how temperature sensing features are being embedded in Huawei devices.

https://tinyurl.com/y3t69sen

There’s been a surge in consumer demand for health care tools, like pulse oximeters and thermometers.

Dennis Amari @dennisjamari • Aug 17
I just published Telecom Myth Buster #2: The “Clean Network”

Telecom Myth Buster #2: The “Clean Network”
The U.S. State Department has apparently taken on a new diplomatic mission: to clean the United States, if not the world, of Chinese

https://link.medium.com

Join us at Huawei Connect as we explore trends and opportunities in industry digitization, showcase advanced ICT solutions, and share best practices for digital transformation.

NEW VALUE TOGETHER
HUAWEI CONNECT 2020
SAVE THE DATE

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Aug 18
Huawei plans to work with carriers & partners on leveraging the strengths of 5 major tech domains to build all-scenario intelligent solutions for Shenzhen, making it the world’s digital showcase #5G-powered #SmartCity. Rotating Chairman Guo Ping explains: tinyurl.com/ybmi3npu
Join us now for TechTuesday by replying to this Tweet! Question 1 is up now:

**TECHNOLOGY & DISABILITIES Q&A**
with Debra Ruh, CSO of Ruh Global Impact
Tuesday, August 18 at 2 p.m. ET
#TechTuesday #TechNews

Who's ready for TechTuesday? Head over to @RuhGlobal and @debraruh to live answering your Qs! 🤖🤖

TECHNOLOGY & DISABILITIES Q&A
with Debra Ruh, CSO of Ruh Global Impact
Tuesday, August 18 at 2 p.m. ET
#TechTuesday #TechNews

CHINA SAYS IT FIRMLY OPPOSES U.S. "SUPPRESSION OF HUAWEI"

I know technology could make life easier for elderly people, but isn't it too hard for them to learn how to use it? 🤖🤖

I sometimes hear people say voice tech helps make things easier for persons with disabilities. How does that work? 🎤🗣️

Debra Ruh: Voice technologies are so important for people with disabilities

Richard Streitz: @StreitzAbility
Replying to @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA and @debraruh
I sometimes hear people say voice tech helps make things easier for persons with disabilities. How does that work? 🎤🗣️
What kinds of smart home technology would you recommend for persons with disabilities or the elderly that want to Age in Place and remain independent? #AskHuaweiUSA #Accessibility #ADA30 #disabilities #TechTuesday #RuhGlobal

Debra Ruh: There's so much wonderful technology now, smart home technologies.

Q: Why is it important for the internet, Communications, and Technology (#ICT) to be accessible? #AskHuaweiUSA #Accessibility #ADA30 #TechTuesday #RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA

Debra Ruh: There's so much wonderful technology now, smart home technologies.
Hilton Eastwood @EastwoodHilton Aug 18
Replying to @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA and @debraruh
You are working with Huawei for this twitter chat, but do they really support digital inclusion? #AskHuaweiUSA #accessibility #AAC #disabilities #TechTuesday @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA

Nabil Eid @nabileidi Aug 18
Replying to @RuhGlobal and @HuaweiUSA @debraruh HuaweiUSA When talking about ICT accessibility means tools that can be used successfully by people with a wide range of abilities and disabilities.

Debra Ruh @debraruh Aug 18
Replying to @RuhGlobal and @HuaweiUSA
#Tech can be a great #equalizer for persons with #disabilities and other #disenfranchised parts of our communities. However, it must be accessible for everyone to be included. Thank you @Huawei & @HuaweiUSA for your #TechAllAges efforts. #AskHuaweiUSA #accessibility #ADA30

Ruh Global IMPACT @RuhGlobal Aug 18
Debra Ruh: It’s very important for ICT to be fully accessible.

Richard Stretz @StretzAbility Aug 18
Replying to @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA and @debraruh
Should people be concerned about the security threats of smart home technology? Do we really want people to become reliant on technology when it could be unsafe? #AskHuaweiUSA #accessibility #ADA30 #disabilities #TechTuesday @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA

Ruh Global IMPACT @RuhGlobal Aug 18
#TechTuesday @HuaweiUSA @debraruh
Debra Ruh: It has been a real pleasure getting to know Huawei and their
Can you share an example of technology helping students with disabilities?

Q: As technology becomes more accessible, does this mean students with disabilities will only rely on technology for assistance?

David Pérez Rueda replied:

What do people in rural communities who need assistive tech and access to the internet do if they don't have good Wi-Fi?

Do you have any advice for people with disabilities who are looking for careers in technology?
What do you think is the first step to developing a more inclusive, accessible design approach to technology?

Never assume disabled people can’t enter a particular career, IT, and ICT, emerging techs - you name it - there are people with disabilities working in every imaginable field.

The world has moved to tech. We must assure all people have access to it. That means we also need connectivity via 5G. 5G has great potential for helping persons with disabilities and other disenfranchised persons like refugees & supports UN efforts to implement SDGs.

I created two companies, Tech Access and then Ruh Global impact.

Q10. We often discuss the digital divide in terms of wealth, but is there a similar divide between people with and without disabilities?

Debra Ruh: There, what is the first step?
Richard Strietz @StrietzAbility Aug 18

Why do you think there are still so many barriers to entry for people with disabilities in the US workforce? #AskHuaweiUSA #Accessibility #ADA30 #disabilities #TechTuesday @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA

Debra Ru: There is definitely a divide between people with

David Perez Rueda @Davidpr - Aug 18

Replying to @RuhGlobal @HuaweiUSA and @debraru

Is there a particular technology that exists right now that you think has the potential to really elevate the opportunities for persons with disabilities? #AskHuaweiUSA #Accessibility #ADA30 #disabilities #TechTuesday @RuhGlobal

disabilities act 30th year ADA 30, that there still are so
We've talked about some of these during the chat are already, but I think...
"It's not about speed; it's not about latency; it's about capacity and 5G has 20 to 30 times more capacity than 4G." - Huawei Carrier Business Group CTO Paul Scanlan explains why 5G will always be cheaper than 4G or anything else.

Education for All - How Corporations can add Value to the Efforts

Cybersecurity and user privacy have become integral to all commodities. I think this is a requirement that all companies today have to follow.

Ren Zhengfei
Founder and CEO of Huawei

Now streaming: Webinar: How IoT will change our daily lives

Those impacted by crisis are often left without the technology they need. To truly create an equitable world, we must bridge the digital divide.
With the health crisis keeping people at home, more and more parents are considering homeschooling. To help with that, 2nd Opinion says the Huawei MatePad is the best educational tablet for homeschoolers.

tinyurl.com/y29292ea

Tune in now to learn about Huawei's #Tech4All digital inclusion programs that leave no one behind. #Tech4Good #Worldhumanitarianday

Daniel Sieberg
Huawei USA
Discusses Tech4All

04:50

Tune in now to learn about Huawei's #Tech4All digital inclusion programs that leave no one behind. #Tech4Good...

Tune in now to learn about Huawei's #Tech4All digital inclusion programs that leave no one behind. #Tech4Good

On WorldHumanitarianDay, join our livestream as @SiebergD talks about how Huawei is providing opportunities to people around the world with #TECH4ALL. Tune in at 3 p.m. ET on our page.

Connectivity makes a difference. Check out how we bring it to the top of Mount Everest.

Emerging technologies like machine learning and AI changing the world of work. Huawei USA CIO @arik_pundy explores how various sectors must come together to reeducate and retain employees in a post-pandemic economy in @Forbes.

Council Post: To Minimize Human Suffering, America Needs A Future Of...
Can you guess what *Milan*’s famous for besides pizza & football? Bet you weren’t thinking about MICROWAVE! With Huawei’s help, we’re all enjoying faster & more efficient ways to transferring information. Find out more. #WholeHuawei

Don’t let the Huawei #MateBookXPro’s slim design fool you. @GeekCultureCo says it boasts surprisingly powerful hardware and high performance speeds for its light and thin form factor. tinyurl.com/y3htyse

Data makes a difference. #5GisOn tinyurl.com/y35g2iup

Huawei is committed to bringing equal access to quality education for kids in remote areas and improve the teaching & learning experience across the board. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y9p7c3se
5G is facilitating global economic recovery by creating a myriad of opportunities for industries. Find out more about the tech and Huawei’s new 5G ecosystem. #5GForGood

Best UltraPortable Laptop 2020? Huawei MateBook X Pro

Businesses have the opportunity to make a difference in their communities. At Huawei, we walk the walk. #EducationAM #teachertoday #edtech

When firms recover from recessions, they often invest in automation instead of re-hiring. #Huawei USA CSO @andy_purdy says less-skilled workers — the most vulnerable — need help to prepare for a future where full-time jobs may be scarce. #HuaweiFacts

Council Post: To Minimize Human Suffering America Needs A Future Of...
32 million children suffer from hearing impairment, which impacts their ability to read & learn. See how StorySign uses Huawei AI to introduce affected children to a world of imagination, curiosity, & creativity.

TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/ybivct3n

Good boy. Spot.
Eat up your dinner*

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA Aug 22
Cloud gaming is the next big thing. What technology enables it?
#FutureIsConnected

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA Aug 22
Make every moment epic with goldenSnap on the P40 Pro.

HuaweiUSA © HuaweiUSA Aug 22
Effortlessly move photos, videos, and documents between your devices and experience the seamless life in just one tap—like

As education grows more dependent on digital learning and technology, we find it even more important to serve these communities and help students gain access to educational resources.

 <-> 207 views $00/0:15
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On this week's TechTuesday, @Andy_Purdy is talking to us about careers in ICT. Tune in at 2 pm ET! #AskHuaweiUSA

#TechTuesday ICT Career Q&A

with Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer
Huawei USA
August 25, at 2 pm ET

Get ready for the Huawei Developer Conference 2020! We’ll be sharing the latest on HMS Core 5.0, HarmonyOS, EMUI 11 and unveiling many more exciting technologies. #HDC2020 tinyurl.com/y3ryfjkh

HDC.Together
HUAWEI DEVELOPER CONFERENCE 2020

September 10-12, 2020

Technology needs to be used for creativity and innovation - especially in rural, poor communities. UNESCO's Ann Therese Ndong-Jatta discusses the #DigiTruck and how it is bringing technology to under-connected areas in Eastern Africa. #Tech4All
https://tinyurl.com/y3ryfjkh

We’ve got a hot new update - take a look at the temperature sensing technology being used in Huawei devices.
https://tinyurl.com/y30094en

There’s been a surge in consumer demand for healthcare tools, like pulse oximeters and thermometers.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM
Mobile Technology For A Digital Health World
Learn More
Huawei plans to work with carriers & partners on leveraging the strengths of 5 major tech domains to build all-scenario intelligent solutions for Shenzhen, making it the world’s digital showcase #5G-powered #SmartCity. How? Huawei Rotating Chairman Guo Ping explains. https://tinyurl.com/y6mjnpn

Developing countries need good technology to be afforded opportunities. That’s why Huawei is committed to providing technology to schools in areas like Peng’an. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/y9p7c5sa
Join us at Huawei Connect as we explore trends and opportunities in industry digitization, showcase advanced ICT solutions, and share best practices for digital transformation. #HuaweiConnect
https://tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt

Huawei USA

We don’t take #cybersecurity lightly. Huawei is committed to protect every individual and every company who uses our products. #WeAreHuawei

Cybersecurity and user privacy have become integral to all commodities. I think this is a requirement that all companies today have to follow.

Ren Zhengfei
Founder and CEO of Huawei Technologies

Source: Wall Street Journal
We want to connect and to inspire. Take a look at the work Huawei is doing to support local schools with the tools and resources they need to thrive. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/y6eafyn

When a crisis hits, technology can help. Unfortunately, the areas often hit the hardest lack access to the connectivity they need. On WorldHumanitarianDay we are reminded that to truly create an equitable world, we must bridge the DigitalDivide. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/wsgj3ft

At 2 p.m. ET, Huawei’s Tim Danks, Geoff Wylde of @worldeconomicforum, Joe Barrett of Suppliers Association and ITIC analyst Laura Di Dio will be breaking down just what they expect #IoT will change about our lives. Don’t miss it! https://tinyurl.com/wsgj3ft

NOW STREAMING WEBINAR: HOW IoT WILL CHANGE OUR DAILY LIVES
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH
We often hear about 5G, but how can it actually be applied? Check out this Huawei webinar with thought leaders to learn more about its various business use cases and how it can improve our world.

https://tinyurl.com/y35g2xqz

Data is a very important lifeline to enterprises, organizations, humanity. And 5G is going to allow us to harness it faster, better, and then we’re going to have more of it.

Craig Brown,
Big Data Thought Leader

You can pick your best shot with the Golden Snap feature on the P40ProPlus. Check it out.

Learn how StorySign is helping deaf children learn to read. #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/ybgjct3n

Good boy. Spot.
Eat up your dinner!
"It's not about speed, it's not about latency, it's about capacity, and 5G has 20 to 30 times more capacity than 4G": #Huawei Carrier Business Group CTO Paul Sc... See More

Education is meant for everyone. Debra Ruh of Ruh Global Impact shares her thoughts on what corporations can do to provide connectivity and opportunities to change the lives of people around the world #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/ucjylr5

Education for All - How Corporations can add Value to the Efforts
By Debra Ruh

Get ready for the Huawei Developer Conference 2020! We'll be sharing the latest on HMS Core 5.0, HarmonyOS, EMUI 11 and unveiling many more exciting technologies. #HDC2020 https://tinyurl.com/y5xrojkh
Huawei has been in the game for a while - get the story on how the brand supports gaming within education ecosystems.

Playing the Game at One of the Best Huawei Training Centers in Europe — Huawei Enterprise

Attending schools virtually this fall? You’ll need a gadget that can answer all your eLearning needs. Check out our MatePad.

https://tinyurl.com/y29292ea

#5G is here. What comes next?

#Connectivity, everywhere, and for everyone. #WeAreHuawei

Before we started the project in Mount Everest
At Huawei, serving our local communities is in our DNA. This is how we help students to engage in #STEM, #Education4All.

The MateBookXPro is a perfect fit for students if you ask the TechSpurt. See why its creative chops and ultrabook style make this ultraportable stand out.

Often times education resources are not equally allocated. See how Huawei helps provide quality education to children in remote areas. #TECH4ALL
#5G is facilitating global economic recovery by creating a myriad of opportunities across different industries. Find out more about Huawei's 5GtoB ecosystem. #5GForGood

Shanghai 5G Open Lab Released

HUAWEI.COM
5G for Good, Innovate for New Value

Huawei USA
With Huawei Share, you can easily share large files to multiple devices -- all at once! #SeamlessExperience

How to Use Huawei Share: Share Efficiently

Huawei USA
The open culture at Huawei fosters creativity and innovation. Check out a day in the life of our Huawei employees. https://tinyurl.com/y5mmnyb

There is a Paris coffee revolution
Digital inclusion means not leaving rural communities behind, especially when it comes to education. Read more from Debra Ruh at @Ruh Global Impact. https://tinyurl.com/tc7k8gz

Digital Inclusion for Rural Communities in the United States and around the World
by Debra Ruh

Seamlessly share files across Huawei devices by simply dragging and dropping! #ConnectedFuture

On this week's #TechTuesday, Andy Purdy is talking to us about careers in ICT. Tune in at 2 p.m. ET! #AskHuaweiUSA
https://tinyurl.com/ycaox8hp

#TECHTUESDAY
ICT CAREER Q&A
with Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer,
Huawei USA
August 25, at 2 p.m. ET